
September 18,2012 

The Honorable Tom C. Creighton 
Chairman, House Local Government Committee 
The Pennsylvania House of Representatives 
416 Irvis Office Building 
P.O. Box 202037 
Harrisburg, PA 17120-2037 

Re: PaSW Coalition Comments on Senate Bill 1261 

Dear Chairman Creighton: 

It is with great pleasure that we, as representatives of the Pennsylvania Stonnwater 
Coalition ("Coalition"), appear before you today and offer our comments on Senate Bill 1261 
and the closely related issue of additional management authority for our various direct units of 
local government. In other words, we support Senate Bill 1261 not with a "Yes, but ... "; rather 
we support this important House Bill with a "Yes, and ... " I will elaborate upon this needed 
additional municipal corporation authority momentarily. 

Let me first introduce those members of our Coalition appearing before you today. To 
my right is the Chairman of the Coalition, Michael J.Fox. Chairman Fox is also a Supervisor of 
Montgomery Township, Montgomery County. Chairman Fox has been our leader in reaching 
out to and coordinating with the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, our legislators, and our local government organizations on the 
important topic of developing effective, yet realistic stormwater management initiatives on 
behalf of the Coalition members. 

To my left is Lawrence J. Oregan, the Executive Secretary of the Coalition, and the 
Township Manager for Montgomery Township. Manager Oregan not only has over 30 years of 
municipal government management experience, but he has first hand coordinated the effort of 
nearly 60 Southeast Pennsylvania communities in their effort to understand and then advocate 
regarding the most recent PaDEP and U.S. EPA permit program initiative for municipalities with 
separate storm sewer systems, usually identified as "MS4s." All of us would be pleased to 
respond to your questions at the conclusion of the direct testimony. 

c/o Montgomery Township, lOOl Stump Road, Montgomeryville, PA 18935 
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We support this Senate Bill since it would clearly allow stormwater management 
functions to be within the scope of an authority's pennitted activities assuming that is what its' 
sponsoring municipality so directs. 

However, and very importantly, we believe that in many, many instances local municipal 
government would chose not to create a new municipal authority or to enlarge the mission of an 
existing authority if the municipal corporation itself had the authority to create a stonnwater 
manag=ent district and charge appropriate fees to those discharging stonnwater within the 
district. It is this authority that is lacking and that Senate Bill 1261 does not address. We believe 
Senate Bill 1261 should be amended to address this or that a companion bill be drafted and 
introduced specifically for this purpose. 

Why is it likely that many municipalities would choose to utilize a stormwater fee 
structure directly if they had the authority to do so? There are at least two core reasons. First, 
authorities cannot be established and operated without cost and administrative overhead and are, 
by their very nature, insulated from direct municipal governance. In some communities the 
supervisors, commissioners or council members may prefer to directly retain the slormwater 
management responsibility in the interest of cost efficiency and representative government, 
particularly if they could establish a fee for discharge system to support needed improvement in 
the stormwater management system. 

Second, stormwater management relates to a broad range of municipal government 
activities which are not as easily or neatly separated from other municipal government activities 
as is the provision of electric, public water, telephone and cable or sanitary waste water services. 
And while others may have additional reasons, the following come to my mind: 

1. Stormwater from private property often discharges to and travels along public roadways 
already built, owned andlor maintained directly by the municipality; 

2. The roadway itself requires its own stonnwater drainage capacity which is built and 
maintained by the municipality; 

3. New land development or redevelopment initiatives today require greatly enhanced 
stormwater management controls, and these controls are all imposed and overseen by the 
municipality itself; and 

4. Many new or enhanced stormwater management facilities will be located upon already 
municipally owned property or established in conjunction with other landowners. 
Further if new property were to be acquired, those decisions would be made my elected 
officials rather than appointed authority members. 

Missing from the various municipal codes is that specific aufuorization needed to 
establish, if municipal government so chooses, a stormwater management district and related fee 
for service structure. We are providing to this Committee the Coalition's March 24, 2011 "Legal 
Assessment of Municipal Corporations' Authority to Manage and Regulate Stonnwater within 
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Their Municipal Boundaries" which identifies the limited manner in which municipal 
corporations are authorized 10 establish, acquire and maintain needed stonnwater management 
facilities. 

The simple "take-away" message of this Assessment is that if additional stonnwater 
management facilities are needed for existing stonnwater flows, the cost of constructing and 
maintaining those s(ormwater management facilities must by borne by the general taxpayer and 
cannot be specifically assigned to those needing or utilizing the service. If we want municipal 
government to be able to establish either a general or district oriented stonnwater management 
system with related fees, additional legislative authorization is required. 

We do not recommend a universal and mandatory fee system for s(ormwater, but a 
permissive authorization that allows local government to deploy or utilize a fee for service 
system, if it so chooses, appropriate to its specific circumstances. 

In conclusion, we favor clarifying the ability of muuicipal authorities to address 
stormwaler if their sponsoring muuicipalities wish them to undertake this task. Second, we favor 
enlarging the authority of our muuicipal corporations to create stonnwater management districts 
and charge appropriate fees for this service. We favor flexibility and choice. We offer to 
participate in any effort to draft this new language and stand ready to respond to any questions 
you might have. Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you. 

(\:::~U~~~ 
DOU;~~ey, Esquire 
Counsel 

Attachment: Legal Assessment 
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PREFACE 

This Legal Assessment is intended to provide members of the Pennsylvania Stormwater 

Coalition ("PaSWC" or "Coalition") an overview of legal issues associated with the new 

Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System Permit ("MS4") program that is expected to be 

implemented during 2011 by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 

("DEP"). This document includes an anaJysis of various possible MS4 permit requirements in 

light of existing municipal authority in order to provide Coalition members with information to 

evaluate potential legal implications of the MS4 applications required to be filed on or before 

December 14, 2011 (180 days prior to the June 11,2012 expiration of the current MS4 general 

permits known as PAG-13 permits). If any given community has an individual NPDES pemlit, 

that pemlit will contain its own expiration date. 

This Legal Assessment will be provided to officials of the DEP and the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") for the purpose of increasing their understanding and 

appreciation of municipal authority and responsibilities. This Legal Assessment is also intended 

for those members of the public that are concerned about the effectiveness and cost of 

expanding stormwater management programs and for elected federal, state and county officials 

as municipal government seeks to obtain resources for effective stormwater management, to 

explain its capacities and limitations with regard to this program, and to improve the 

effectiveness and efficiency of the Commonwealth's stormwater management program. 

This Legal Assessment is not in the form of a formal legal opinion or brief but has been 

developed in a more narrative format. It is intended to broadly inform Coalition members and 

DEP and EPA officials regarding the legal authorities (and limitations) the Pennsylvania General 

Assembly has provided to municipal government. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Coalition members are committed to being constructive partners with the EPA and DEP 

III developing and implementing an effective stonnwater program within their jurisdictions. 

However, (he proposed MS4 program apparently contemplated by the EPA (and, we believe, to a 

much lesser extent the DEP) effectively assumes that all stormwater falling within a municipality 

is the responsibility of that municipality whether or not that municipality has collected or 

received that stormwater. Stormwater runoff has traditionally been treated as a common enemy 

in Pennsylvania and this runoff is the responsibility of the land owners upon whose property it 

falls. Moreover, the legal structure does not exist for municipalities to address community-wide 

stormwater management as a utility service. 

This Legal Assessment identifies two distinct categories of legal issues that constrain a 

municipality'S ability to perform the stormwater management role envisioned by EPA and DEP. 

The first category is directed to those proposed regulatory obligations that Coalition members 

believe are inappropriate for them to perfonn. The second category identifies those areas where 

additional clarity or authority would be helpful or necessary for Coalition members to administer 

an effective stormwater program for the stormwater they do collect. 

Category No. 1: 

• Municipal government can only accept pennit responsibilities for water entering the MS4 

it owns and operates. 

• Privately owned and operated stonnwater structures and conveyances that discharge 

directly to waters of the United States and the Commonwealth are, and should remain, the 

regulatory responsibility of their owners. 

• Non-point source flows (sometimes called "sheet" flows) that do not enter the MS4 are 

not the responsibility of the MS4. 
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• Municipal government does not have the authority to reqUire revi,ions to otherwise 

lawful, pre-existing land uscs in the interest of reducing storm water flows from such 

property, 

Category No 2: 

• All four municipal codes reviewed have gaps in their authorizing language that, to a 

greater or lesser extent, constrain the ability of municipalities (0 construct, maintain or 

operate storm water management systems and then to recover the capital, maintenance or 

operating cost of these new systems through any method other than general (ax revenue. 

In other words, there is no clear authority for municipalities to allocate the cost of 

storm water management to landowners who generate stormwater runoff from their 

property and are users of and runoff contributors to the MS4. There is also no clear 

authority to allocate cost based on the benefit received from the MS4, nor is there a 

means to fmancially recognize the efforts of landowners who have taken action to 

control, reduce, or prevent stormwater runoff from their property. 

• The Pennsylvania Municipal Authorities Act does not provide a clear alternative path to 

municipal government to address the construction, maintenance or operation of 

stormwater management systems. 

• The Pennsylvania Storm Water Management Act does not provide any direct mechanism 

to modifY stormwa1er drainage from existing land uses or stormwater management 

structures existing upon that property. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

This Glossary provides common (some are directly adapted from EPA rcferences) 

definitions of terms used throughout the assessment. In many cases a longer, more complete 

definition has been abbreviated for ease of general use and reading: 

1. Clean Water Act or CWA: The series offederal legislative acts that form the foundation 

for the protection ofU,S, water resources, The acts begin with the Water Quality Act of 

1965 and continue with major legislative amendments in 1972, 1977 and 1987, 

2, DEP: The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection--the Commonwealth 

agency with responsibility for administering various environmental program including 

the stormwater initiative which is the subject of this Assessment, 

3, Designated Use: Those uses specified in water quality standards (defmed below) for 

each waterbody or segment thereof. These uses include the propagation and growth of a 

balanced, indigenous population of aquatic life, wildlife, and the production of edible and 

marketable natural resources, recreation ("swimmable water"), water supply, irrigation 

and navigation, 

4, EPA: The United States Environmental Protection Agency-the federal agency with 

broad authority over the regulation of polluting conduct from many sources into the 

water, air and land resources of the United States, It is responsible for the CWA's 

NPDES (defined below) program and, in particular, the MS4 (defined below) program 

that is the subject of this Assessment 

5, Impaired Waterbody: A waterbody, i.e" such as a stream, a stream reach, a lake, with 

chronic or recurring monitored violations of the applicable numeric and/or narrative 

water quality criteria (defined below) 

6, Loading capacity: The greatest amount of a pollutant that a water can assimilate and still 

meet water quality standards or WQS, 

7, Load or Loading: The total amount of pollutants entering a waterbody from one or 

multiple sources, 
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8. Load Allocation (LA): The portion of the loading capacity attributed to (I) the existing 

or future nonpoint sources of pollution (defined below) and (2) natural background 

sources. 

9. Margin of Safety or MOS: A required component of the TMDL (defined below) that 

account for the uncertainty in the response of the waterbody to loading reductions. 

10. Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System or MS4: The stormwater collection and 

discharge sewer system owned and operated by municipal government for the beneficial 

management of storm water collected by that system. 

11. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System or NPDES: The national program for 

issuing, modifying, revoking, terminating, monitoring and enforcing permits and 

pretreatment requirements under the CW A. The MS4 permit issued to Coalition 

members are NPDES permits. 

12. Pennsylvania General Permit Number 13 or PAG-I3: This is the designation given by 

the DEI' to the general permit issued to small MS4 operators (municipalities in urbanized 

areas with under 100,000 in population or municipalities outside the urbanized area but 

designated by the permitting authority, that is, the DEP, as requiring an MS4 permit. 

13. Phase I MS4 regulation: The original Phase I EPA regulation, issued in ]990, requires 

medium and large cities or certain counties with populations of 100,000 or more to obtain 

NPDES permit coverage for their stormwater discharges. 

14. Phase II MS4 regulation: The original Phase II EPA regulation, issued in 1999, requires 

regulated small MS4s in urbanized areas, as well as small MS4s outside an urbanized 

area, but designated by the permitting authority, to obtain NPDES permit covered (an 

MS4 permit) for their separate stormwater discharges. 

15. Point Source Pollution: Pollutant loads discharged at a specific location from pipes, 

outfalls, and conveyance channels from either municipal or industrial waste water sources 

which include pollutant loads from stormwater discharges 

16. Total maximum daily load or TMDL: The sum of the individual wasteload allocations 

(WLAs) for point sources, load allocations (LAs) for nonpoint sources and natural 

background, and a margin of safety (MOS). TMDLs can be expressed in tenns of mass 
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per time, toxicity, or other appropriate measures that relate to a state's water quality 

standard. 

17. Urbanized Area: Those many geographic spaces throughout the United States as defined 

by the U.S. Bureau of the Census as sufficiently dense to be declared "urban" in nature. 

18. Wasteload Allocation or WLA: The portion of a receiving water's loading capacity that 

is allocated to one of its existing or future point sources of pollution, e.g., a permitted 

waste water treatment plant. 

19. Water Quality: The biological, chemical, and physical conditions of a waterbody. It is a 

measure of a waterbody's ability to support beneficial uses. 

20. Water Quality Criteria or WQC: Elements of state water quality standards expressed as 

constituent concentrations, levels, or narrative statement, representing a quality of water 

that supports a particular use. When criteria are met, water quality will generally protect 

the designated use. 

21. Water Quality Standards or WQS: State or federal law or regulation consisting of a 

designated use or uses for the waters of the United States, water quality criteria for such 

waters based upon such uses, and an antidegradation policy and implementation 

procedures. Water quality standards protect the public health or welfare, enhance the 

quality of water and serve the purposes ofthe Clean Water Act. 
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BACKGROUND 

In the early 1990' s the EPA began a nationwide effOlt to address water pollution issues 

associated with stormwater discharges. This initial effort included large and medium 

communities (municipal entities over 1 00,000 in population) whose volume of stormwater in 

their separate storm sewer system ("MS4") was very large. This program was identified as the 

Phase 1 municipal and industrial stormwater program. Phase II of the federal program, with 

active implementation commencing in 1999, addressed smaller communities (those under 

100,000 in population). Phase II resulted in Coalition members receiving their initial MS4 

permits in the 2002 to 2004 timeframe. 

However, and very importantly, these initial MS4 permits, which have been extended in 

Pennsylvania until midnight June 11,2012, are, in most cases, much less demanding than the 

proposed MS4 permit intended to be issued to Pennsylvania municipalities in 2012. This second 

round permit will impose dramatically more stringent requirements than those included in the 

current MS4 permits. 

The initial MS4 permits contained six (6) minimum control measures ("MCMs"). Since 

Coalition members are presently implementing the six MCMs, these measures will not be 

discussed in detail. MCM 1 and MCM 2, while important, are primarily focused upon public 

education and outreach. MCM 3 contains the only backward looking requirement which is 

limited to identifYing and eliminating illicit connections. MCM 4, MCM 5 and MCM 6 are 

forward looking components directed to minimizing erosion and sedimentation from 

construction activities and controlling post construction run-off from new development and from 

direct municipal activities by coordinating land development approvals with DEP regnlatory 

requirements. The new 2012 Pennsylvania MS4 permits will significantly expand the backward 

looking components. 

The new backward looking components are the result of the EPA and the DEP seeking to 

achieve water quality standards for all waters within Pennsylvania (this same requirement applies 
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to an other statcs as weU). Water quality standards ("WQS") are established for each waterway, 

or segment thereof, within Pennsylvania and are used to establish the total maximum daily 

pollutant load ("TMDL") that each stream or a segment thereof can assimilate while 

simultaneously achieving the use designation (sometimes identified as "classification", e.g., 

"cold water fishery") for that stream. If all dischargers to a stream or a segment thereof, 

including both point sources and non-point sources, are contributing more pollutant load than 

allowed by the WQS, a waste load allocation ("WLA") is performed which assigns effluent 

limitations (reductions) to each point source and a load allocation ("LA") is performed seeking to 

assign reductions to the non-point source category. The expected reductions from all sources are 

intended to achieve the TMDL consistent with the stream's classification. 

Since many Pennsylvania waterways have not achieved the lIses for which they are 

designated, they are considered water quality limited. Each of these streams has been or is in the 

process of being assigned a TMDL. This TMDL, in turn, is apportioned among the various point 

sources and non-point sources utilizing that waterway. Since the EPA and DEP believe that the 

total volume Cas well as the peak rate of discharge) of stormwater discharge has an in-stream 

scouring effect which mobilizes sediment and nutrients within the stream, the waste load 

allocations being assigned to each MS4 effectively seek massive reductions in the total volume 

of stormwater being discharged by the MS4. It appears that this expected reduction in volume is 

the primary control mechanism intended for each ncw MS4 permit. In other words, the EPA and 

the DEP appear to be focusing marc attention upon the total volume of water discharged from 

any given MS4 than upon the actual nutrient and sediment constituents that might be expected in 

the actual urbanized area stormwater discharge itself. 

The EPA also seeks to assign responsibility for all stormwatcr generated within an 

"urbanized area" to the municipal entity even when that stormwater does not enter the system 

owned or operated by the municipality. The DEP appears to recognize that a municipal 

government, in its capacity as a regulated permittee, is not and carmot be responsible for water 

that it has not collected and that it is not discharging. The EPA, on the other hand, is seeking to 

impose regulatory responsibility upon municipal government for those private property owners 
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who either maintain their own point source discharge to a water of the United States or have land 

which drains in sheet flow (as a non-point source} to a Water ofthe United States. Legal counsel 

to the Coalition believes this enlarged federal expectation is fundamentally misplaced for several 

reasons. It is both unfunded and unwise, but, very importllJ1tly, it does not comport with federal 

llJ1d Pennsylvania law. Any municipality seeking to impose such expansive requirements would 

itself be subject to legal attack.as operating beyond the authority granted to it by the General 

Assembly. 
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSiON 

L Introduction 

This Legal Assessment has been prepared by Counsel for the Pennsylvania Stormwater 

Coalition members and its Local Counsel. I There are two caveats or limitations relevant to this 

Legal Assessment. First, the authors do not have and, therefore, are not responding to specific 

questions or legal issues posed by either the DEP or the EPA regarding the existing legal 

authority of municipal government. Consequently, the authors have made assumptions regarding 

potential issues and have sought to objectively address these assumed issues. If the DEP or the 

EPA seeks to have other issues addressed, we will attempt to do so. Second, the primary focus 

of this Legal Assessment is the legal authority of municipal government. Therefore, comments 

regarding the roles of the DEP, the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture ("PaDOA") and the 

State Conservation Commission ("SCC") and the related County Conservation Districts, 

particularly with regard to tbe control of run-off from agricultural and animal husbandry 

activities, are not intended to presume upon the authority of these state agencies, but are offered 

to describe the overall texture of the water pollution and storm water control framework which 

the Coalition perceives to have been created by our General Assembly. 

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is a sovereign state, with broad authority to delegate 

and impose upon municipal government various functions of government, including those 

requiring the exercise of sovereign police power and public health, safety and welfare 

authorities. The long established legal doctrine of Dillon's Rule states that municipal 

government has no authority except that granted to it by state government. Dillon's Rule is 

fundamental for the evaluation of local government powers in Pennsylvania. Therefore, MS4 

program requirements, proposed and anticipated, must be analyzed in terms of (1) existing 

municipal legal authority to implement expected new MS4 requirements and (2) water quality 

1 The authors have sought the input of several municipal soUcitors and of various municipal managers and officials 
active in environmental management issues which has led to either the improvement or valIdation of several of the 
elements of this assessment. The authors are particularly grateful to Alan W. Flenner, Esquire for his thoughtful 
review and detailed comments upon various drafts of this Assessment and to Marc D. Jonas, Esquire for his broad 
and constructive editorial suggestions and insight regarding this effort. Any errors remaining are solely the 
responsibility of the authors. 
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and MS4 program alternatives that likely lack General Assembly authorization or funding to 

municipal government and thus appear unrealistic if sought to be imposed by either the DEP or 

the U.S. EPA upon municipal government under current law. This last element is critically 

important to municipal government as various desirable stormwater system improvements 

require additional sources of revenue which have not been identified or authorized. Municipal 

government is very concerned about the imposition upon it of new "unfunded mandates" as those 

imposing these mandates do not pay the increased cost and are not accountable to those being 

required to fund the mandate. 

il. Relevant Categories Of Municipal Legal Authority 

Municipalities are creatures of a sovereign state government. As such, they have only 

those powers expressly granted to them. For purposes of this assessment four different 

categories of legal authority will be reviewed: (1) the Municipal Codes under which Coalition 

members operate; (2) the Municipal Authorities Act; (3) the Storm Water Management Act of 

1978; and (4) the Municipalities Planning Code. This general review does not address any 

specific enlargement of municipal powers that might be granted to "Home Rule" communities by 

virtue of their Charler and the provisions of Subchapter E of Home Rule and Optional Plan 

Government statute (53 Pa.C.S.A. §296! et seq.). Such a specific assessment is best conducted 

for each municipal entity independently. 

The goal of this Section is to identify the clear differences in authority granted to various 

units of government and also those areas where their authority is ambiguous so that the need for 

clear, additional authority can be thoughtfully considered if our municipal corporations are to 

undertake any enlarged stonnwater management role. 

A. Municipal Codes 

The Municipal Codes are those laws of the Commonwealth which instruct, empower or 

authorize (and also limit) each class of municipal and city government created by the General 

Assembly. These codes specify the general municipal prerogatives and duties, such as the 

construction and maintenance of various public works (roads, parks, drainage systems, sanitary 

sewers, and other municipal facilities), the performance of various public health and safety 
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functions (includes sanitation, police, fire, construction code enforcement, etc.), and the 

necessary and related authority to raise necessary revenues through general taxation or by the 

establishment of appropriate fees and charges related to the performance of specific services. 

Since the expected new MS4 permit may well require substantial capital improvements to 

existing stormwater sewer systems, it is important to determine how the Third Class City Code, 

the Borough Code, the First Class Township Code and the Second Class Township Code 

explicitly or by clear implication authorize, via assessments, users fees or the application of 

general revenues, the recovery of capital costs and operation and maintenance expenses 

associated with the MS4 maintained by the municipality. Each of these four classes of 

municipality will be addressed separately. 

1. The Third Class City Code: 

There is no explicit mention of stormwater in this Code. The only possible reference to 

stormwater drainage appears in Article XXIX. Streets of this Code at Section 2930 (53 P.S. 

§37930) where the word "drain" appears. This Section provides: "Every city may grade, pave 

macadamize or otherwise, improve any street, or part thereof, and the sidewalks thereof when 

included as a part of the improvement, have the same set with curbstone, and provide for the 

drainage thereof." (Emphasis added) This reference to "drainage" appears to authorize the 

construction of storm sewers or "drains." Sections 293 I thru 2933 provide for the recovery of 

the costs of these improvements from the benefitted property owners by either a "foot-front" rule 

or "benefits" calculation. 

There is no provision for the assessment of fees for the usage of these drains as is 

provided in Article XXXII. Sewers which clearly provides for the recovery of the cost of 

constructing sanitary sewers and fees or rent for their use. Specifically, Section 3211 (53 P.S. 

§38211) provides for the imposition of "an annual rental, rate or charge for the use of sewers, 

sewer systems, or sewage treatment works as authorized by law." The omission of express 

authority for the charging of rent or fees for the use of storm sewers or "drains" in light of the 

express authorization of such rent or fees for sanitary sewers clearly implies the absence of this 

authority in the instance of storm sewers. 
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Further, Section 2930 discusses "drains" in the context of installing or improving 

particular streets and curbs. Whether this Section would be deemed broad enough to authorize 

the construction of independent, off-street stormwater management systems and the recovery of 

the costs associated with acquiring any necessary real properly and the construction of those 

systems, is not a trivial question. Thus, the Third Class City Code appears lacking in express 

authority to construct components of a stonnwater management system not directly associated 

with street "drainage" and to establish any user fee charge based on benefits received for the on

going SUppOit of the system. 

2. Tile Borough Code: 

Article XII. of the Borough Code declares the general corporate powers of boroughs. 

Section 1202 (53 P.S. §46202) provides for thc "Specific powcrs" of the corporate authority. 

While Section 1202 generally speaks in terms of "regulation" of various activities, it would 

seem, of necessity, that the various references to "drains", "gutters" and "culverts" contemplates 

the municipal ownership and operation of some of them although it also authorizes the regulation 

of those appearing upon private property. Article XII. does not specifically provide for the 

recovery of capital costs or for the assessment of fees to support the operation and maintenance 

of the systems. 

Article XVIl.--Streets generally declares the authority a borough has with regard to the 

organization, development and maintenance of streets within the borough. Section 1701(6) 

provides a definition of "Improving a Street (53 P.S. §46701(6)). This definition does not 

specify stann sewers or drainage as a specific improvement, but it does declare that the concept 

of improvements is not limited to those specifically enumerated. However, there is no provision 

forthe recovery of costs associated with an improvement undertaken by the borough. On the 

other hand, Section 1735 (53 P.S. §46735) authorizes the borough to establish standards for 

drainage facilities associated with the opening of new streets by third parties and their public 

degication if privately constructed, but this section does not address the long term maintenance 

of such new facilities. 

Article XXII.-Storm Sewers and Water Courses of the Borough Code is more specific 

and Section 220 I (3) does provide for "the construction and maintenance of storm sewers and the 
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accumulation and discharge of water thereinto" (53 P.S. §47201(3)); however, subsection (3) 

could be read to be limited to those storm sewers necessary to the widening and deepening of an 

"water course" pursuant to subsection (l). Thus, utilizing Section 2201 for system-wide 

improvements seems doubtful. However, it does appear possible to recover at least the capital 

cost of such specific projects from the "properties locatcd within the drainage area of such water 

course and benefited, improved or accommodated thereby" (Section 2203, 53 P.S. §47203) 

Section 2203 therefore leaves the recovery of operation and maintenance expenses to other 

mechanislTIs. 

These other mechanisms would include Section 1302 (53 P.S. §46302) which provides 

for annual tax levies for "general borough purposes" and then enumerates other specific 

activities which may be separately taxed. Since Section 1302 does not include a specific 

enumeration regarding the maintenance of stann sewers or storm water abatement/control 

projects, it must be presumed that expenscs related to such storm sewer operation and 

maintenance would have to be paid from the general fund under the general levy provision. 

Tbus, it would appear desirable for the General Assembly to clearly allow tbe 

construction of stormwater management facilities beyond those directly associated with the 

widening and deepening of any watercourse and to authorize the recovery of operating and 

maintenance costs for tbe MS4 througb assessment of a user fee. 

3. The First Class Township Code: 

Section 240] (53 P.S. §57401) authorizes tbe construction of "sanitary sewers and 

drainage" and tbe recovery of the cost of connecting to the sewer and, perhaps, operating 

expenses througb a "montbly or annual rate prescribed by ordinance". Tbis section does not 

specify a mechanism for the recovery of the capital cost of sucb sewers and drains unless the 

concept of a "connection" cost is broad enough to cover sewer construction costs, a construction 

wbicb seems doubtful. 

This same section includes "combined sewers" within the meaning of "sanitary sewer" 

whicb is important for two reasons. First, the storm water or non-sanitary drainage tba( enters a 

combined sewer is subject to management under this section within the concept of sanitary 

sewer. From tbe MS4 perspective the completely separate use in this section of the word "drain" 
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strongly suggests that the word "drain" is intended to address stormwater and other non-sanitary 

drainage. 

While Section 2401 (53 P.S. §57401) is silent regarding the mechanism intended to 

recover the initial capital cost associated with the construction of "drains", a connection fee is 

authorized as is a "monthly or annual rate prescribed by ordinance" which might be considered 

broad enough to authorize stormwater fee? There is a significant argument that this monthly or 

annual rate, established pursuant to the First Class Township Code, would not include capital 

cost recovery for the construction of stormwater drains as Section 2501 (53 P.S. §57501) of the 

Code specifically authorizes the recovery of capital costs against benefited properties, but only 

those costs associated only with the construction of "streets . .. or of curbs, sidewalks, or 

sewers." The term "drains" or "stormwater drains", found in Section 2401, is not specifically 

enumerated in Section 2501. This avoidance of specification or ambiguity would likely be 

interpreted to disallow the recovery of the capital cost of drainage projects under Section 2501. 

Thus, it would appear desirable for First Class Townships to have specific stonnwater capital 

cost and broaden operation and maintenance cost recovery authority added to its list of organic 

powers. 

4. The Second Class Township Code: 

Article XXIII. addresses "Roads, Streets, Bridges and Highways". There is general 

language authorizing improvements to roads and specific language prohibiting any persons from 

opening or dedicating "any road or any drainage facilities for public use or travel" without first 

obtaining municipal approval (see §2317(a); 53 P.S. §67317(a)). Section 2320 (53 P.S. §67320) 

allows the Board of Supervisors to enter private lands to "cut, open, maintain and repair drains or 

ditches through the property when necessary to carry the water from the roads." Except when a 

street and its associated "drain" is being constructed by a landowner (or developer) and is 

1. Part VII of Title 53 entitled "Incorporate Towns" would appear to authorize the construction of "sewers and sewer 
systems" and the recovery of the capitaJ costs ofthese systems (53 P,S. §53407) by any "incorporated town", There 
is no definition of «incorporated town" as this Act of June 19, 1913 appears to pre-date the later municipality 
specific e-odes. Nonetheless, it would appear to authorize later created «incorporated towns)' or m.unicipal entities to 
utilize this capital cost recovery authority. The ambiguity in this provision is whether or not the recovery of capital 
costs for stormwater systems or drains is supported by this section. 
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intended for dedication to the public, the cost of improving and maintaining streets and drains 

would appear to be a municipal responsibility. 

Article XXVlJ of this code, added in 1995, addresses "Stormwater Management Plans 

and Facilities" in considerable detail. (See Section 2701 et seq., 53 P.S. §67701 et seq.) While 

the design and construction of said systems consistent with Act 167 is fully authorized, there is 

no specific authorization in Section 67701 to levy fees to support their construction, operation 

and maintenance (Section 2501, 53 P.S. §67501 et seq.). Nor does Article XXV Sewers and 

Drains (see Sections 2506 and 2511, 53 P.S. §§67506 & 6711) provide such authorization for 

storm sewers. This Article focuses upon sanitary sewerage activities and the recovery of costs 

related to sanitary sewerage; therefore, it is difficult to argue that there is an implied power to 

recover either capital or operating costs for the operation and maintenance of storm water systems 

by benefit assessment and user fee notwithstanding that their construction is authorized in Article 

XXVII. 

Additional language in Article XXVII authorizes local ordinances and requires new 

construction to conform to the approved Act 167 plan and to the relevant local ordinance. It 

appears that Section 2704 (5.3. P.S. §67704) might encompass maintenance agreements between 

private landowners and municipal government.. However, this Article does not imply or require 

that a municipal entity become the owner of or directly responsible for this additional 

stormwater, and it certainly does not require the municipal entity to incorporate all such new 

projects within its MS4. 

Thus, Second Class Townships also appear to lack any cost recovery mechanism related 

to their construction and operation of storm sewerS. Without such authority, a second class 

township would appear severely limited in any effort to recovery costs from benefited properties 

or users and would need to depend upon general revenue sources to construct; operate and 

maintain its MS4. 

B. The Municipal Authorities Act: 

The Municipal Authorities Act (53 Pa.C.S.A. §5601 et seq.) allows any municipality or 

group of municipalities to create a municipal authority for any ofthe purposes authorized by the 

Act. However, the Act nowhere mentions stormwater as an event, condition or activity that is 
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subject to management under the Act. The Act addresses in great detail "sewers" and "sewage" 

and the recovery of the capital and operating costs of any system established to collect and treat 

sanitary sewage. Whether or not the phrase "sewer system" is inclusive enough to include a 

"sewer system" that collects only stormwater is a matter for reasonable difference. Nonetheless, 

the authors are concerned that the Act's almost exclusive focus upon sanitary sewerage would 

lead a reviewing court to determine that the General Assembly had not addressed or intended to 

include stormwater within the authorization granted to municipal authorities. Good public 

policy requires that this uncertainty he addressed before any EPA or DEP regulatory action 

assumes that municipal stormwater obligations, to be imposed by permit, can be addressed by 

any municipality receiving such a MS4 permit simply by forming a municipal utility to address 

its new obligations. 

Section 5607(a)(3) of the Act authorizes flood control projects. While improved flood 

control and reduced flooding is a related corollary of improved stormwater management, it 

appears that this section authorizes improvements and construction within the authority's 

jurisdiction and no! for the general purpose of mitigating downstream consequences related to 

stormwater flows generated within the authority's jurisdiction, but for the purpose of directly 

protecting the benefited community from flooding. 

C. Municipalities Planning Code: 

The Municipalities Planning Code ("MPC") grants the power to plan and regulate land 

use through zoning, subdivision, and land development ordinances.3 The MPC is closely related 

to the municipal and city codes discussed above. It can be authoritatively said that the MPC both 

empowers and limits municipal authority over land use. The Supreme Court QfPennsylvania has 

made it abundantly clear that land owners have the broad and inherent right to utilize their 

private property, subject only to lawful restrictions as imposed under specifically authorized 

public health and welfare protection statutes or under the MPC.4 

3 See Municipalities Planning Code, 53 P.S. §lOlOl-11202 (Act of 1968, P.L. 805, No.247, as 
amended). 
4 See, e.g., Andress v. Zoning Board of Adjustment of The City of Philadelphia, 188 A.2d 709, 
712 (Pa. 1963)(stating "[o]ur State and Federal Constitutions ordain, protect and guarantee the 
ownership and use of private property; [t]he Constitutionally ordained right of private property 
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D. The Storm Water Management Act 

The Stann Water Management Act of 1978 (32 P.S. Section 680.1 et seq.) serves to 

enlarge or, at the very least, specifically authorize municipal activity not specifically compelled 

by the municipal codes or the MPC.s This statute requires municipal government to cooperate 

and coordinate with county government and the relevant state executive agency (in this case the 

DEP) to implement the newly mandated stormwater management program. A municipality's 

obligation with regard to an approved watershed stonn water plan is to adopt ordinances and 

regulations going forward to implement this plan. The actual enhanced stormwater perfonnance 

is to be undertaken by those "person[ s J engaged in the alteration or development of land which 

may affect storm water runoff characteristics" (sec §680.13). Significantly, the Storm Water 

Management Act does not include any suggestion that municipal government is authorized to 

accept responsibility for point source discharges which it does not own or operate or must 

address non-point sources of water run-off ex.cept as consistent with a Watershed Stann Water 

Management Plan prepared by one or more counties and the participating municipalities and 

approved by the DEP. 

Furthennore, the sale sanction to municipal government, if it fails to implement an 

approved Watershed Storm Water Plan, is to have its state funding removed.s More specifically, 

if there is to be integrated watershed planning, crossing the boundaries of mUltiple communities, 

the General Assembly has already directed how that be accomplished. The Storm Water 

Management Act does allow the by-passing of the county planning process and DEP approval 

process simply because either the DEP or the EPA desire to impose new obligations upon 

municipal government to aid their own implementation of perceived federal Clean Water Act or 

Pennsylvania Clean Streams Law goals. 

Finally, and very importantly, this statute does not provide any authority to "undo" 

previously approved private projects. All the backward looking provisions would appear to 

... [isJ not absolute; [t]hese rights and freedoms are subject to the paramount right of the 
Government to reasonably regulate and restrict, under a reasonable and non-discriminatory 
exercise of the police power, the use of property, whenever necessary for the public health, 
safety, morals and general welfare). 
5 See 32 P.S. Sections 680.10 & 680.12 
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contemplate traditional public works projects or be recommendations for future redevelopment 

activities, e.g., the repair or replacement of bridges or railroad trestles (see §680.l1). Without 

new authorization from the General Assembly, it appears that municipalities do not have the 

authority to compel, as a regulatory matter, any revision to lawfully placed structures upon 

private property. Adequate Commonwealth funding of this program has been an issne and one 

that would have to be addressed if Act 167 is to serve as the primary storm water management 

program in the Commonwealth as it was intended to be. 

The act does not derogate any independent Clean Water Act or Clean Streams Law 

authority that the EPA and the DEP may have over these private landowners. 

III. The Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) 

A Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System ("MS4") is, by definition, a municipally 

owned and operated system. For purposes of assessing MS4 responsibility or authority over 

various sources of stonnwater, stormwater trom both non-point sources (generally sheet-runoff 

from real property, regardless of size, that does not discharge from that property via a ditch, 

swale, stream, pipe, or other defined conveyance) and from point sources will be considered in 

each segment of the four (4) box matrix discussed below. Thus, the Coalition matrix effectively 

addresses eight (8) different categories of storm water discharges. 

The Coalition seeks to identify which category of activity is or can reasonably be 

expected to become a municipal responsibility while simultaneously respecting existing, lawful 

uses of property, proposed future uses of property, and the entity with responsibility for any post 

construction stormwater management system and its ultimate point of discharge. The following 

temporal and spatial grid for the MS4 program allows for clearer assessment of responsibilities. 

Category Numbers I & 2 represent land uses previously approved or otherwise lawful. Category 

Numbers 3 & 4 represent new or proposed new development with associated earth disturbance 

activities. 

I 
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STORMWATER DRAINAGE FROM LAWFUL, EXISTING LAND USES 

I. S W not entering MS4 2. SW currently entering MS4 
(a) Point Source or (b) Non-point Source (a) Point Source or (b) Non-point Source 

3. SW not entering MS4 4. SW approved to enter or draining into MS4 . 
(a) Point Source or (b) Non-point source (a) Point Source or (b) Non-point Sources 

DRAINAGE FROM NEW EARTH mSTURBANCE ACTIVITY AND LAND USES 

The United States Environmental Protection Agcncy generally has regulatory authority 

over point source discharges to Waters of tile United States.6 The Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania has essentially identical authority over point source discharges to the waters of the 

United States, which these waters within Pennsylvania are effectively a subunit of the waters of 

the Commonwealth. Very importantly, the DEP has board authority to protect all waters of the 

Commonwealth, whether surface or ground water, regardless of whether or not a contaminant is 

entering those waters from a point source or non-point source. The "MS4" is a municipally 

owned or operated stormwater collection, conveyance and discharge system that contains various 

collection points or facilities, pipes and conveyances, and one or more infiltration, retention, 

evaporation, or transpiration elements and/or discharge structures including outfalls or headwalls 

or other overflow structures. 

While some municipalities may now, or in the future, own or operate storm water systems 

that include retention, infiltration, evaporation, or transpiration facilities that do not under most, 

even if not ail, weather or rainfall patterns result in a direct, "point source" discharge to a water 

of the United States or of the Commonwealth, a primary characteristic of the traditional MS4 is a 

point source discharge to Waters of the United States or to waters of the Commonwealth. It is 

precisely the existence of a point source discharge that subjects a municipality maintaining a 

MS4 to regulation by both the U.S. EPA and the DEP. 

Equally important, is the concept of limited state delegation to municipal government. 

The General Assembly empowered the DEP to regulate water pollution in all its various forms. , 
The expectation that a municipality could independently impose discharge standards and/or 

6 See Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §1251 et seq. (1972). 
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penni! requirements upon waste water discharges not entering the MS4 itself, whether point 

source or not, generated by local industry, property owners associations, fanners, or sewer 

plants, simply by virtue of broad health, safety and welfare authorization provided in any given 

municipal code has never been, to the writers' knowledge, demonstrated and would appear to be 

a completely inappropriate and unauthorized exercise ofmunicipaljurisdiction.7 For this reason 

that the vertical axis of the above matrix makes the clear division between stonnwater entering a 

municipally owned and operated MS4 system, and stormwa!er simply falling within the 

municipal boundaries that makes its own way to "waters of the Commonwealth" without 

entering the MS4 itself.s 

Municipalities recognize that they are or reasonably could be held responsible for 

stormwater entering their MS4, and be subject to discharge limitations and various permit 

conditions and may, if and as authorized by the General Assembly, seek to impose various 

requirements or limitations upon those discharging to the MS4. Water not entering the MS4 is 

simply not the responsibility of the municipality which, as a regulated point source under either 

the federal Clean Water Act or the Commonwealth's own Clean Streams Law, can only be held 

accountable for the discharge it maintains. This water is the responsibility of the person whose 

land generates the flow being discharged to a Water of the United States or to the Waters of the 

Commonwealth. The only legal vehicle that enlarges municipal obligations for the management 

of stormwater is found generally in the Pennsylvania Storm Water Management Ac! and 

specifically in Section II of that act.9 This Pennsylvania legislation has directed municipalities 

in the presence of an approved county stormwater management plan "to regulate development 

7 By way of contrast, the General Assembly has made municipal government responsible for all 
sanitary sewerage generated within its boundaries. See The Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act 
ofl965, 35 P.S. § 750.1 el seq. 

8 This assessment does not review the common law of stormwater which includes centuries of 
judicial precedent, except to say that the writers are aware of no binding precedent in this 
common law of urban and rural storm water and riparian rights that imposes upon municipal 
~overnment affirmative duties to manage rain simply because it falls within its boundaries. 

See Pennsylvania Storm Water Management Act 32 P.S. Section 680.11. See also the Flood 
Plain Management Act, 32 P.S. §679.l0l et seq., which requires municipal participation in the 
National Flood Insurance Program (§679.201) and Department of Community and Economic 
Development regulations (§679.206). 
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within the municipality in a manner consistent with the applicable watershed stormwater plan 

and the provisions of this act."]O However, such "development" is clearly new "development." 

Each of the four (4) categories will be addressed including any distinction between point 

and non-point source discharges appropriate to that category: 

1. Stormwater not entering the MS4: It is believed that starmwater leaving a pre-existing 

facility, that does not enter the MS4, is protected under the doctrine of "vested" or pre

existing rights, and therefore a municipality would be prohibited from requiring its 

property owners to reconfigure drainage patterns andlor systems in place and otherwise 

lawful, simply because either the DEP or the EPA demands this action as a pre-condition 

of approving the jurisdiction's MS4 permit." A distinction should be drawn between a 

municipality's duties as a regulated permittee and its authorized prerogatives to protect 

the public. For example, a municipality, however, likely has authority to "regulate" a 

limited set of these pre-existing, independent discharges, if they are causing a public 

nuisance or danger to the public. If land was draining in such a manner as to cause 

overflow upon a public road and thereby causing a dangerous condition, it is possible that 

the municipality could enact a general ordinance or otherwise direct the landowner to 

abate the nuisance necessary to protect users of the road. Similarly, if a landowner were 

to collect stormwater and redirect it in such a manner as to damage a neighbor's private 

property, there are common law remedies available to that injured neighbor. If that 

landowner were to direct such collected water into a stream, the DEP would have 

jurisdiction over that action by virtue of the Dam Safety and Encroachments Act 

(p.L.1375, Act No. 325 of November 26, 1978,32 P.S. Section 693.1 et seq.) andlor the 

Clean Streams Law. 

10 The Pennsylvania Storm Water Management Act suggests that the only lawful basis to require 
municipalities to impose post-construction controls upon new land development activities is the 
existence of an approved watershed management plan. In the absence of an approved watershed 
management plan, it is unclear what independent authority the DEP has to require the 
implementation of construction and post construction storm water facilities as mandato.ry 
components of the land development process notwithstanding that the MPC may independently 
authorize additional municipal action to more effectively manage storm water. 
II With the exception of a facility constructed pursuant to an approved county watershed 
storm water plan and therefore subject to its terms--this would appear to be true for both point 
and non-point source discharges. 
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2. Stormwater entering the MS4: Stormwater, whether from a point source or a non-point 

source, from propelty in lawful use that enters the MS4, either by virtue of prior land 

development approval or simply by virtue of the land typography, would effectively be 

considered the responsibility of the MS4, as the MS4 is maintaining the ultimate pointls 

of discharge. Assuming that either or both of the EPA and the DEP have the authority to 

regulate both the content and volume of stonnwater, the MPC and attendant decisional 

law, would limit the municipality's ability to compel a property owner to re-submit or 

"revise" any previously approved facility features or the post-construction stormwater 

management system already existing on the property. The municipality, however, would 

not be prevented from making improvements to its own MS4 necessary to address 

otherwise lawful permit conditions and but appears, under the various municipal codes, to 

have limited authority to recover capital costs and charge an appropriate user fee to those 

discharging stormwater to the MS4 and utilizing the benefits of the municipally provided 

improvements. It would appear desirable to amend the municipal codes to allow the 

assessment of user or benefit fees. Utilizing general revenues for the purpose of 

constructing, operating and maintaining storm sewers provides no incentive to a 

landowner to make cost-effective stormwater improvements upon its own property. If a 

municipality were to establish a user fee, the property owner can either vohmtarily 

determine to reconfigure its stormwater system in order to avoid or reduce a municipally 

imposed stormwater fee, or it can pay the fee associated with the MS4 assuming 

responsibility for the management of that property owner's s[ormwalcr. 

3. Stormwater from New Development, not entering MS4: A municipality's ability to 

manage stormwater flow from new development would appear inherently broader than in 

the case of retroactive intervention in otherwise lawful, existing land use activities as the 

MPC provides authority to municipalities to address stormwater management issues. 12 

12 To our knowledge no court has addressed the validity of a stonnwater local ordinance as a 
component of an official subdivision and land development ordinance. Further, we are aware of 
no case that serves to relate provisions of an approved watershed storm water plan pursuant to 
Act 167 with stormwater provision enacted for other areas within the municipality as a 
component of the subdivision and land development ordinance. 
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The General Assembly declared that a MPC authorized comprehensive plan address 

among other issues "storm drainage," The l'viPC indicates that a subdivision and land 

development ordinance ("SALDO") may address "widths and grades r of streets]", 

"provisions .. , for , , , streets, curbs, gutters and other improvements , , , .", and 

provisions, ' . , in accordance with modern and evolving principles of site planning and 

development.,,13 Section 10507 then provides that once such an ordinance has been 

adopted Hno street, sanitary sewer, storm sewer, water main or other improvementsn 
.. , • 

shall be laid out, constructed, opened or dedicated for public use or travel, , . except in 

accordance with the provisions of such ordinance,,,14 This language appears to support 

the current municipal practice of including stormwater management requirements in new 

land development reviews and approvals, However, nothing in the MPC requires the 

landowner to submit to continuing municipal oversight over such a facility. Thus, if the 

SALDO approval provides for a "stand alone" post-construction stormwater system 

whose discharge, if any, does not enter the MS4, but rather a water of the 

Commonwealth, that would appear to be the end of municipal oversight telr this facility. 

This makes suspect the apparent DEP intention to compel municipalities to have 

maintenance agreements with all owners of post-construction stOimwater management 

systems regardless or whether or not the drainage enters the MS4. 15 For example, a land 

development plan incorporating large open spaces (such as a golf course, school, 

industrial park, or low density institution), which directs drainage into one or more 

waterway, contemplates no continuing municipal role over stormwater from that facility 

whatsoever, However, certainly the DEP and likely the EPA would have jurisdiction 

over such a discharge. 

4. Stonnwater fromNe"" Development. entering MS4: The stormwater from a new SALDO 

approved development, if designed and approved to enter the MS4, would become the 

responsibility of the MS4, whether entering from a point source or from a non-point 

13 See 53 P.S. Section IOS03(2)(ii), (4); and (5), 
14 See 53 P.S, Section 10507. 
15 While we are aware of the existence of such agreements, we are aware of no case that 
addresses the propriety of compulsory municipal maintenance agreements. 
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source, for example, sheet runoff from [awn area to a municipally maintained road 

system with stormwa!er collection components. Neither the MPC nor the Storm Water 

Management Aet expressly authorize the collection of user fees from new development 

as opposed to establishing construction or perfonnance standards for the activity. We 

have previously discussed each of the Municipal Codes as they impact the recovery of 

capital and operation and maintenance costs. Municipalities will be severely hampered in 

their ability to undertake cost effective and equitable stonnwater projects without 

significant enlargement of municipal authority regarding the extent of stormwater 

projects that they can undertake and, most especially, clear authority for "fee for service" 

or direct benefit based capital, operating and maintenance cost recovery mechanisms for 

such projects. 

IV. Add ilional Legal Issues 

There are several additional legal issues of concern to Coalition members which we 

believe can and should be addressed by the DEP and the EPA: 

I. What is the legal status of the requested "Stormwater TMDL Plan"? Any Stormwater 

TMDL Plan submitted with any 5 year MS4 Notice of Intent (''NO I") should be binding 

only for the expected accomplishments proposed for that permit tenn. For the general 

permit (PAG-13) program to succeed there should be no requirement in this next MS4 

pennit Notice of Intent ("NOr") for a municipality to submit a Stormwater TMDL Plan 

which would serve to "lock in" every MS4 to extremely restrictive, long tenn 

requirements and financial commitments without opportunity to assess the progress of 

TMDL program and to propose and defend reasonably achievable next steps during each 

pennit re-iteration. Moreover, many potential regulatees are concerned about the quality 

of the technical work underlying in place TMDL al1d want to be assured that there is 

ample legal opportunity to seek reconsideration of promulgated TMDLs and to allow 

DEP and the U.S. EPA to modify existing TMDLs without facing the prohibition of the 

"anti-backsliding" provisions of the Clean Water Act and its regulations. 

2. PaSW Coalition members believe that it is imperative that municipalities have 

considerable flexibility in their preparation and adoption of any required municipal 
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stormwater ordinance, particularly with regard to the size and scale of regulated projects. 

Municipalities seek the flexibility of establishing municipally owned and operated 

commuility projects in lieu of small scale, property specific projects if the community 

believes the community project is available and cost effective. In other words, 

municipalities require flexibility in setting the size of the disturbed area trigger so long as 

all new stormwater is effectively managed. 

3. Two other program initiatives would lessen the reluctance of municipalities to participate 

in this program and would speed watershed improvements. Municipalities may not 

always have the existing "space" to install improvements to their MS4 or may judge a 

collective or alternative action to be more cost effective. Municipalities need, in addition 

to access to the developing DEP "trading" program, a nutrient permit offset program that 

would allow any given municipality to directly acquire stOrnlwater reduction credits and 

to use those credits to meet permit obligations. Second, we need to encourage inter

municipal cooperation for and the financing of joint benefit projects without so 

complicating the NPDES permit process that a participating municipality becomes 

directly implicated in the host municipality's MS4 permit. 

4. Municipalities also believe that Act 167 requirements must be respected and funded jfthe 

Commonwealth is to create an effective stOrnlwater program. An Act 167 plan can 

address agricultural and animal husbandry related issues as well as "traditional" 

municipal stormwater. When an Act 167 Plan is adopted and integrated with Chapter 

102 provisions as they relate to agricultural plowing and tilling activities and with tbe 

Manure Management Manual practices referenced in Chapter 91 along with Nutrient and 

Odor Management Act one can envision the comprehensive program for management of 

all land use activities contemplated and formed by our General Assembly. 

5. Municipal government must also be able to require payments from those dischargers to 

an MS4 that traditionally arc not required to conform to municipal ordinances or fee 

schedules. These include federal, state and county highway departments that maintain 

roads (other than municipal roadways), federal and state facilities such as military bases 

and federal facilities, state or federal hospitals and prisons and military installations. 

While many educational institutions, hospitals, and non-profits are often tax exempt and 
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therefore, would not contribute via general taxation to the support of the MS4, they could 

be required to pay user fees for services rendered if thc Munieipal Codes authorized such 

a charge, 

6, Finally, the Coalition strongly believes that the DEP must publish or otherwise make 

available to all stakeholders a clear statement of its proposed MS4 program and all issues 

in dispute or discussion with the EPA. The "new" MS4 program was ·first proposed 

nearly 2 years ago and all stakeholders deserve the opportunity to understand the issues 

thaI appear to be agreed between tile DEI' and the EPA and those still outstanding. 
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